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Profile  

 Professional and Personal Creative Work 
  

 
 

 

Dorian moves with such synchronicity. He exudes understated power. He is steeped in story. The 

story walks ahead of him. - Anni Snyman, artist 
 

Your workshop was astounding and it left my team with the most awesome energy that bounced off 

the walls for an entire week. - Pepe Marais, Creative Director, Joe Public 

 

 

Dr Dorian Haarhoff, story-teller, poet, wordshop facilitator and mentor, is 

passionate about developing innate creativity and imagination in personal and 

professional life. He believes in the power of words, stories and images to create 

new realities. He believes in the ability of people to revitalise their workplace, build 

their communities, participate in their healing and find their joy. 
 

He is a former Professor of English Literature (University of Namibia,) and has also 

taught in a Canadian Faculty. Since 1998 he has run his own business, Creative 

Wordshops.  His wordshops are based on his book The Writer’s Voice and The Halo 

and the Noose The Power of Story telling and Story listening in Business Life, (co-

authored,) He lives in Somerset West, South Africa.    
 

His influences include the literary tradition, mythology, whole brain theory, 

mindfulness, Jungian and Eco-psychology, creation spirituality, the new physics, 

ubuntu (a person is a person through other people) and narrative therapy. 
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Dorian believes that we respond to stories because we are stories. Stories  
 

 Inspire and motivate us 

 offer insights, opportunities ad wake us up   

 bring the left (head) and right brain (heart)  into harmony  

 strengthen identity and resilience 

 create relationship and community 

 act as agents in change and transformation  

 challenge us to live a  larger life 

 

His profile includes many possibilities: 

 
1. Corporate story-teller and facilitator  
Themes: Power of Stories in Personal and Professional Life/change/leadership  
 

Recent clients include Leadership CALL (Norway), The Learning Organisation 

(Ghana), P & G, Gondwana Collection, (Namibia), Tsogo Sun group. Deloitte, Joe 

Public, Western Cape Treasury. Other clients include several South African banks, 

Vega Brand and Communication School, Quality Life Company, SAB, The 

Dealmaker, SAIMAS (SA Institute of Management Services). 

 
Thank you for a fascinating time with you. It has opened up a whole new realm of thinking for me 

as to how I run my life, and how we communicate our business in Africa. - Rob de Groot , Standard 
Bank Head: Brand marketing Africa 

 
2. Story-teller  
 

Dorian has been invited as a guest story-teller to the Conference on Word Affairs in 

Boulder, Colorado on several occasions. He also presents one-person Herman 

Charles Bosman shows (Bosman is a South African writer). 
 

When Dorian speaks and tells stories he walks on water - Professor James Palmer, University of 
Colorado 

 

There have been many conversations and stories that your words have sired running illegitimate 

and curious across the landscapes of the earth. It's time they paid due gratitude to their ancestor."  

- Margot Saffer, astrologer 

 
 

3. Facilitator of Creative Writing/Story-telling Wordshops  
 

These include both international wordshops (Spain, USA, Namibia and Norway) 

and many local wordshops at festivals, retreats, celebrations, corporate groups, 

research at universities and ‘Writer in Residence’ programmes in schools. Recent 

clients include Centre for the Book, Wits RHI (reproductive Health and HIV institute). 

 
When I heard you speak I knew I had to have a conversation with this man.  - Dr Leonard Shlain, 
surgeon and author of Art and Physics, Parallel Visions in Space, Time and Light.) 

 
You make me sound like myself – a common observation from many and various participants 
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4. Personal and professional development speaker  

(Dorian is listed with in Conference Speakers International) 
 

 

He recently presented story evenings for executives in the Drakensberg for the 

Tsongo Sun  Hotel group; RSM Betty & Dickson; Limmud Festival; Kaelo Stories of 

Hope (CSI programmes) 

 
This is the first time I have witnessed a standing ovation for a keynote speaker at one of our 

conferences. - Glenda Boyes, Chairperson, National Union of Educators 

 
5. A one-on-one writing mentor  
 

Several of his clients have been published or have self-published their books. Topics 

include corporate histories and legacies, fiction, poetry, career change, the soul in 

business, business turn-around, personal odyssey, eco-psychology. 
 

After having struggled for 10 years with little support in writing and publishing, finding a 'writing 

mentor' whom I could really trust was so motivating and such a relief. - Ruth Tearle, Strategic 
Planning and Change Management Consultant 

 
6.  Corporate Communication/ Business Writing 

Conversation Skills, Writing Skills and Ideas Workshops 
 

At school you learnt the seven habits of unhappy writers. 

Now learn the seven habits of happy writers. 
 

Many business people spend a great deal of their working day talking or writing, in 

some form or another. The aim of Dorian’s wordshops is to improve the quality of 

your conversation, be it oral or written – in-house and out-house – and to build your 

confidence and reconnect you to your innate creativity and thinking ability.   

I have had other approaches to using facilitators  for Business Writing Skills - I can honestly say I 

can’t imagine them doing anything as truly 'educational' in the Latin sense as what you do ... it is 

great to watch the delegates 'blossoming' response. - Irene Valentine, Director of Audioword 

 
7 .Community Work (UNICEF - HIV/AIDS affected children / NGO 

context/street children) 
 

 

Training caregivers who look after children affected by AIDS in story-telling and 

listening as part of psycho-social support. Story telling for a Bereavement NGO. 

Story-report for Vesper, US donor, of SA HIV Eastern Cape programmes, HSRC 

 
This Dorian guy is as chilled and tranquil as dam water on a windless day... I think he's really up to 

his bones and knowing exactly what he does means he's under no pressure to stress and check what 

to do next. His sense of flow is what I need to come up with. (Toto Gxabela, NGO practitioner) 
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8. Published Writer   
 

 Poet (7collections) - participating poet at Poetry Africa, Durban 2004 and at 

the International Poetry Festival in Colombia, South America, 2005.  

 Children’s  writer (7 books).  

 Dramatist - a trilogy of plays.  

 Writing Texts: The Writer’s Voice, A Workbook for Writers in Africa and a book on 

Journaling: Mirror, Lens and Window 

 Two CD recordings - Tortoise Stories;  Stories from Africa and the Great 

Elsewhere. 

 
I just arrived back from Burundi last night where I ran a successful creative writing for radio 

workshop, along conflict resolution themes, with a group of young writers in Bujumbura. I brought 

your book ((The Writer’s Voice) with me, and I was able to use many of the exercises and 

approaches outlined in the book very, very successfully - Lena Slachmuijlder 
 

I have long been a fan of your work using the African Writer’s workbook (The Writer’s Voice) on 

many occasions in my peace work on the continent.  In my current position I am supporting teams 

of African peace and justice practitioners working mainly in Kenya, Uganda, Zimbabwe and RSA. - 

Dr Undine Whanda, Centre for Conflict Resolution, Cape Town, South Africa 

 
 

 Stories in Business. Dorian’s  book, The Halo and the Noose - The Power of Story 

telling and Story listening in Business Life, co-author Graham Williams, 

(Graysonian Press, 2009) has been receiving much acclaim.  See 

www.haloandnoose.com 
 

This is the best book about leadership and  business that I have seen in a long time. It is fresh, 

interesting, needed and written to reach out and touch the toughest part of each of us. This is not 

just about story telling, but more importantly, about how we can all change our story and create a 

future distinct from the past. Read this book. - Peter Block USA, author of Flawless Consulting 
 

 
9.  Email life story/ fiction and poetry courses (4 months duration) 

 

These courses, offered as an apprenticeship, involve both reading and 

writing. 
 

 

The Dr title that precedes your name refers your being a doctor who heals our ability  to tell 

stories. My story telling ability has been healed through your workshop and will be put to good use. 

- Nesipho Ndyahlva 

 
 

Dorian helps you call in the symbols, metaphors, rhythms of your life, like wild children, and bring 

them home. More than teaching how to write poetry, he shows how to live it. - Susan Mann, novelist 

 

And finally, to sum it all up, this is what Dorian will keep on doing: 

10. Following stories wherever the need arrives, through challenge and 

celebration, all the way home  


